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My Good Practice in Learning is...
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LEARNIN
Use methods of memorization such as the memory palace or be
careful during the lesson.

Taking and making notes
I think that the simplest method is the best one too. It is often
applicable and can be done on your own way.

Flash card and maps
i thing is a good way to learn something, maeby with some
references in the maps to help the brain to do the right
connection between the things you already know and the thing
you don't know

Taking and making notes
I �nd this method best as when I am writing I �nd it much easier
to remember. I also like this method because I am free to use my
creativity e.g. by adding a drawing or by using different colours.

Taking & making notes
It is easier for me to understand and memorise content when I
take and customise my own notes.

Circle time e discussion per me è la pratica
migliore perché attraverso il confronto con
l'altro riesco a conoscere svariati argomenti
di cui non ne ero a conoscenza oppure di cui
ne ho ampliata

Flash cards and mind maps
I �nd that work best for me as I have a mostly photography
memory, so I �nd I learn better with them.

6 thinking hats
It made me think of 6 different perspectives of an experience. I
will use it when I only see the negative of something.

Taking& making notes
For me taking and making notes is the best because helps you to
memorize faster and you can do it on your own

Mind maps
For me, seeing everything in front of me as a picture of how it all
relates makes me understand in the best way possible.

Flashcards, taking and making notes, and
working out past papers
By taking notes, I write down what I need to learn, and by
�ashcards, I can quiz myself on what I need to know instead of
asking for someone to ask me themselves. Past papers help to
notice which questions come out most common and allow me to
test myself, especially when giving them to a teacher to correct.

6 thinking hats
I chose this for it liner critical thinking which can narrow down
idea and help to focus

Metodi di memorizzazione

Mind maps
Using mind maps makes learning and memorizing easier for me

Prendere appunti e fare mappe

Taking and making notes
I �nd it best when I write my own notes, especially if I use
different coloured pens and drawings.

Flashcards
They make studying so much more ef�cient and active as you
are constantly “testing” yourself to see what you know and what
you don’t know. This makes studying more engaging so I will be
able to be stimulated and stay focused for longer.
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※※※※※※

Using methods of memorisation and taking
and making notes.
I  don't �nd it hard to memorise stuff so I like to memorise the
most important stuff for an exam etc. When it comes to making
and taking notes, I like to write imp stuff mentioned in class and
adding on research I found online or in our book. I reading over
notes to be the best way I  learn. 

Taking and making notes nad mind maps
I preferred these the most as they are two very simple methods
that would alwyas come in handy whatever the situation is. They
are also the simplest but have the biggest impact on learning.


